
Digital is a different but equal experience (@sarahellis) 

 

How do you talk about a new art form?  With unformed performance spaces, 

unformed practices and disperate, unformed audience 
Using the simplest terms we can… (@jonpratty) 

Where are we in it’s development 
Compared to the development of film (also see Martin Franklin’s point about how the electric guitar 

was first used when it was introduced – as an acoustic – it was only in time its full potential was 

exploited).  Ed note – simply streaming a live performance is kind of akin to playing an electric guitar 

as an acoustic guitar. 

 

 

Technologies are leading to new possibilities, new potential 

ART NEEDS TO LEAD THE TECHNOLOGY 

 Not ‘we need an app’ but ‘to realise this idea, this project we need’ 

 Use the right tool for the job – if a postcard is the right thing, use a post card 

 You’ve got to know why you are using the technology and who you are doing it for. 

 New does not always equal better 

 Be platform agnostic (it’s the right tool for the job thing again) – dream40 the RSC project 

deliberately pushed back against Google on this. 

 Experiment, small steps, iterate, re-iterate, tell your audience what your doing. 

1827 first still 
photographs

1878 Muybridge 
captures 

movement

1880/90/00's 
Edison does his 
thing, Lumiere , 

the first film

1900's edioting 
'tricks ', cuts, 
reverse cuts

1906 The first 
feature length 

film, new 
techniques and 

responses, 
genres  develop

1927 The arrival 
of sound and The 
Jazz Singer leads 

to Hitchcock, 
Musicals, 

Bollywood etc

and so on...3D, 
surround sound 

etc are a long 
way off

Are we about here in our use 

of digital (discuss)? 

http://matthewlinley.wordpress.com/2014/07/08/building-digital-audiences-a-debate/
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